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statue and education were used se subjects. The amen 

age of the child being obeer vsd was 3.6 y+rasra. 

Throe methods of investigation were vomit d .Lxas*t 

ion, self-rating scales. and structured interviews. 

Mother-child interactive behavior was recorded using 

a predetermined category system. age -ball hour observe- 

time were mode each week for ten rweackas. Two reliably 

trained : observers were used in the study, *itch recording 

the behavior of five mother-child combinations. Mothers 

pear#edisaity rated their ova feelings about the observes 

rwiskiace and the behavior of their child as they perceived 

this being influenced by the observer. í11ie interview 

following the finial observation wits node to determine 

the mother's feelings La retrospect about the obssr v+ex * a 

presence. 

dbeervet,ioaal data were analysed fox evidence of 
observer iafivrteee by means of regression analysis. 
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ex ammo pet abastv+1lttion voice considered for analysis. 

Mess categories were graphed according to the priciest 

that observed frequency varied from expected frequency 

in each observation. Three mother categories sad five 

child categories appeared to vary significantly roos 

visual comparison sad these were snbmitted to analysis. 

The relative lack of behavior variation °a the pert of 

the rest of the categories was taken as madames of 

little observer influence. 

Of the oetstgorías #calyaed. only 000 nether category 

was found to vary significantly during the course of the 

tea observations, while all five child categories did so 
Mime of the categories that varied significantly appeared 

to exhibit coastsxrcy during the course of the obs+erwa- 

tt.eNls. with the exception of Child- interaction. 

This exhibited cosstancy during the sight/Ai *loth and 

tenth observation. i3*. 

Dots gathered from the q,ssrrt,teemrires sad interviews 

were graphed to provide a visual victor* of observer 
Laflamme ea the mother's tsalirgS and the child's 

behavior during the observations. .Vats from these graphs 

indicated that the totter felt a steady decrease of 
observer influence on her arad her child, but that the 

influence 'sever was reduced to sago. 
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Individual patterns of mother-child behavior were 

¡Many in evidence during the last observational period 

+wrhss, theoretically. behavioral constancy was most likely. 

In general. the following conclusions seer j justified: i f ied a 

(l ) Observers will influence mother -child interaction as 

Lt occurs in the home, but ta time this i of i soaaece will 

decrease. Two lints of evidence support this ca.YawalUaIas 1 
csmesiatsert directional variation ira frequency of apples- 

40c. of categories measuring mother-child interaction 

over the tees observation period, and mothers' reports 

of decreased influence of the observer on their behavior 

and that of their child. ( 2 ) Observer influence does not 

reach zero nor become constant Laar a tam -weer observation 

per icad . Two limes of evidence again support this 

conclusions one category of behavior of all those 

observed. that of child-observer interaction, reached the 

criterion of constancy; and the mothers were sever able to 

indicate as a ¡poop that they felt the observer's influence 

to be sompmerastest . (3) Predictions as to the direction 

of champs for 'socially sensitive' behaviors in the 

peessace of sm observer WAS Not possible. Only two of 

twelve predictions for which there were data were supported. 

(4j mother-child pairs clearly *yids :aced individual 

differences in area.ct,iaa to au observer's presence and is 

patterns of interaction after observer influence had been 

seduced. 
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OBSERVER INFLUENCE ON THE INTERACTION OF A MOTHER 
AND A SINGLE CHILD IN THE PRESENCE OF 

TwO OTHER PRESCHOOL SIBLINGS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

Recent developments in the use of the human observer 

in studies of social interaction suggest the usefulness of 

this approach in the study of family life. Scott and 

Wertheimer (23, p. 194) suggest that human judgement, 

properly trained and used, can be about as precise and 

objective as any psychological test. Before the method 

can be used extensively, however, it would seem that the 

influence of the observer's presence on the behavior being 

observed has need for further study. Barker and Wright 

state the problem well when they ask, "How can one keep 

the habitat of the person natural and so observe naturally 

occurring behavior when it is not natural for an observer 

to be present ?" (3, p. 210) . 

A later report by Wright reiterates the statement of 

this problem and challenges the reader by asking, "What 

can be done by an observer to minimize his influence, such 

as it may be, upon the behavior he records ?" (25, p. 117). 

Among those who have used observers in their research 

there are conflicting opinions as to the observer's 

influence. Deutsch reports that over a period of three 

weeks of small groups became less and less aware 

l 
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of the presence of observers until by the end of the period 

they were virtually oblivious to them (7, p. 222). Meyns 

and Lippit support Deutsch's conclusion when they say that 

the problem perturbs the non -user of observer techniques 

much more than it does those who have worked with observers 

extensively. They point to the common feeling among 

experienced users of observers that the observer has very 

little effect, if any (9, p. 399) . Jersild and 

quite early in the era of criticism of the human observer 

as a measuring instrument, state that often observed 

children and adults readily become habituated to an 

outside observer and that time has a tranquilizing 

effect (12) . 

Polansky et al, however, found that there are circum- 

stances in which subjects being observed become more aware 

and less accepting of observers over time. Their subjects 

were boys in a summer camp. At the outset, the boys 

accepted and tended to ignore the observers, who, they 

had been told, were trying to see how to improve the camp. 

By the third week, the observers were objects of attack by 

many of the boys. These authors suggest that ambiguity 

of the role of the observers made the boys anxious. When 

the observers became more friendly the attacks were less 

frequent (20). 
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Yarrow admits that the artificiality of the 

mother -child situation created by the introduction of an 

observer cannot be ignored, but suggests that the problems 

can be reduced by giving time for observer and subject to 

become accustomed to each other and by creating the kinds 

of purposes or settings which make the situation most 

reason le, meaningful and non -threatening (26) . 

Similarly, Barker and Wright have suggested that 

interference by the observer in psychological field studies 

can seldom be reduced to zero. The problem, therefore, is 

to make the interference minimal, to define it and to keep 

it as nearly constant as possible (3, p. 210) . Wright 

later suggests that these effects, even when reduced, need 

to be and must be measured. He suggests, for example, 

that ratings of the deviation of a child's behavior during 

observation can be made by teachers, parents or other 

adults. Comparisons can also be made of the behavior of 

the child in relation to the observer and other adults. 

He also points out that methods for observing adult 

behavior might call for special methods as age is a factor 

in sensitivity to an observer (25, p. 118). 

In addition to this more general evidence, two studies 

have been conducted which deal with the influence of an 

observer on the interactive behavior of mothers and their 

children in the home. Both studies support the notion 

. 



that observer influence decreases with time. Osborn 

observed thirty -three mother -child pairs individually in 

their homes for five one -hour periods, and found that four 

one -hour periods were necessary to obtain a measure of 

constant behavior, i.e. maternal behavior was constant 

between the fourth and fifth periods of observations, 

where constancy previously was absent. He interpreted 

this behavioral constancy as evidence of constancy of 

observer influence. He made no inference, however, about 

the similarity of this behavior and the customary behavior 

of the mother and child (18) . Schalock and Sigel studied 

mother and child interactive behavior in the home over 

four observations. They found that only two of eighty -eL 

categories of mother behavior varied significantly with 

time. These were the categories of "restricting ly a 

direct statement" and "direction by command," both being 

behaviors which were deemed to be highly susceptible to 

social pressure and /or expectation. Restricting was found 

to increase significantly with time while direction by a 

command decreased. Only one of eighty -four categories of 

child behavior, compliance, was found to differ signifi- 

cantly with time. This behavior increased with time and 

was interpreted to be a reflection of the mother's 

increased use of restriction (22). 

4 



Bott, one of the pioneers in developing observational 

method in child study, pointed out in 1933 that the focus 

of behavioral study should be on units of behavior which 

have representative and predictive significance. When 

this has been done, it will be time to proceed with 

detailed studies of consistency in behavior items (5). In 

line with this, it would seem that if certain categories 

of behavior could be labeled as predictive of observer 

influence, i.e., Schalock and Sigel's categories of 

restricting and directing for the mother and compliance 

for the child, these categories then would allow one to 

test for constancy of this behavior in the field and arrive 

at a measure of the extent of observer influence. Bott 

further suggests that if significance is demonstrated with 

observers which have only a modicum of reliability, more 

rigorous procedural controls could only heighten this 

significance. 

The results of the studies reviewed are promising for 

those who wish to extend scientific observation to the 

family, particularly in the light of research on observer 

influence in other settings; but the studies covered such 

short time spans that the evidence cannot be considered 

conclusive in regard to constancy of observer influence. 

It may be, for example, that Osborn's constancy between the 

fourth and fifth observation periods reflected a temporary 

5 
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plateau. In the study by Schalock and Sigel the categories 

of behavior which varied over time had not evidenced any 

tendency toward constancy between the third and fourth 

periods of observation. 

In view of this evidence, the present study was 

undertaken to determine the constancy of observer influence 

over a period of time longer than that studied by Osborn 

and Schalock and Sigel. The purposes of the study were to 

determine: (1) the length of time required for the 

influence of an observer to become constant on the inter- 

active behavior of a mother and single child in the 

presence of two other preschool siblings; (2) the specific 

mother and child behaviors that varied in their frequency 

of appearance in the presence of the observer; (3) the 

mother's ' perception of the extent of observer influence 

when mother -child interaction was demonstrated constant; 

and (4) individual difference in mother -child pairs in 

response to the observer's presence. 

Based on these purposes and the evidence presented 

above, the following hypotheses were set forth. 

1. An observer will influence mother -child inter- 

action as it occurs in the hoes, but in time this influence 

will decrease and become constant. The decrease of 

observer influence would be shown by a predictable increase 

or decrease in the frequency of appearance of certain 

, 
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sensitive behaviors in the mother; the constancy 

of observer influence would be shown by constancy in the 

frequency of appearance of these socially sensitive 

behaviors. 

2a. The frequency of the categories of mother 

behavior involving restriction, forbidding, rejection, 

anxiety, and hostility will increase significantly with 

time until constancy is reached. The frequency of the 

categories of joint participation in activity, giving help, 

seeking impersonal information, statements of condition or 

action and compliance, will decrease significantly with 

time until constancy is reached. 

2b. The frequency of the categories of child behavior 

lving compliance, non- cooperation and hostility will 

increase significantly with time until constancy is 

reached. The frequency of the categories of joint partici- 

pation in activity, statements of condition or action, 

offering verbal recognition and cooperation will decrease 

significantly with time until behavioral constancy is 

reached. 

3. when mother -child interaction has been demonstrated 

constant the mother will report that she feels the influence 

of the observer to be negligible, if not non- existent. If 

this hypothesis were supported, it would be viewed as 

providing some basis for assuming the similarity between 

7 
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constant mother -child interaction in the presence of an 

observer and their interaction when they are alone. 

4. Individual differences in behavior patterns of 

mother -child pairs will be evidenced after observer 

influence has been demonstrated constant. 

An assumption underlying these hypotheses is that any 

variation of the child's behavior over time would be a 

reflection of the mother's behavioral change rather than 

a direct response to the observer's presence. bile 

appearing to be a somewhat questionable assumption, it is 

based on the results of two studies. First, the results 

of Schalock and Sigel's study (22) indicate that the only 

behavioral change on the part of children when the observer 

was present was that of compliance and this seemed to 

reflect clearly the increased u sof restriction by the 

mother. The second source of evidence came from Bishop's 

experimental study of another -child interaction in the 

laboratory (4) . She found children reflected directly the 

behavior mothers had directed toward them when they inter- 

acted with a neutral adult in a similar setting. Levy's 

recent work, however, in which he demonstrates the great 

dependence of the interaction between mother -child on the 

child's behavior, raises new doubt as to the validity of 

this assumption (15) . 

. 
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Studies in which human observers have been used have 

involved groups ranging in number from one person to those 

of considerable size. This raises the question of differ- 

ential observer influence in relation to the size of the 

observed group. Is group size a determining factor in the 

ability of a mother and child to evidence constant behavior 

in the presence of the observer? And is it a factor in the 

degree to which such constant behavior is similar to the 

interactive behavior between the mother and child when the 

observer is not present? 

Very little research has been done which deals 

directly with these questions. Schalock and Sigel (22) and 

Osborn (18) have touched uoa these issues in their studies 

of other variables. Bales (1) and Bales and Borgatta (2) 

have published some information about the influence of 

group size on the interactive behavior between members of 

a group. They observed groups of sizes two through ten 

that were taking part in discussions. Though they found 

that the behavior profile produced by the average of the 

two five -person groups studied was more or less typical of 

averages of groups much larger in size under laboratory 

standard conditions, they made no reference to the simi- 

larity in profile to smaller groups. No mention was made 

of effects of observers on different groups. Bales and 

Borgatta found that increased group size reduced the 

` 
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talking time per individual; thus, in a category system 

such as the one originated by Moustakas, Sigel and Schalock 

(17) and used in this study, the amount of verbal inter- 

action between the mother and child combination under study 

would be expected to be reduced by the same factor. 

Williams and Mattson (24) found that in an experiment 

with preschool children, most talking occurs in groups of 

two, and only one of six children talks when completely 

alone. This tends to corroborate the findings of Bales 

and Borgatta regarding talking time per individual. 

Deutsch (7, p. 201) reports that members of small 

groups were aware of the presence of observers at the 

beginning of their work torether, but had almost 

oblivious to them by the end of that period. The words, 

"at the beginning of their work together" in Deutsch's 

study, and similar phrases throughout the literature 

concerned with groups leads one to question whether a 

mother and one child being studied in the home in the 

presence of two other preschoolers really constitutes a 

group. It would seem rather, that one must categorize the 

conformation at best as a "free- forming small group," as 

James defines this term: "Free -forming small groups are 

those whose members are relatively free to maintain or 

break off contact with one another, that is, they are ones 

' 
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informal controls on behavior are at work and spontaneity 

is at a maximum" (11) . 

A study by Paul (19) 'Observer Influence on the Inter- 

action of a Mother and a Single Child in the Some," which 

was done in conjunction with the present study, found that 

generally the mother's behavior changed more significantly 

in the presence of an observer than did the child's. Six 

mother categories varied significantly over time while only 

three child categories did so. The child seemed relatively 

unaffected by the observer as indicated by the mothers' 

ratings their's and their child's behavior: 

. . . ratings indicate very little change from usual with 

regard to the children's behaviors but indicate some effect 

of the observer's presence on the mother's feelings. Both 

sets of data indicated that the influence was greatest in 

the first few observations." It would be interesting to 

compare further the results of the present investigation 

and that of Paul's in the light of a study by Festinger et 

(8), which found that competitive groups were much more 

conscious of the observer than were cooperative groups. 

Further discussion of the competitiveness of the children 

in the free - forming groups of the present investigation 

will be found in the chapter on Results and Discussion. 

al 
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CHAPTER II 

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

In order to test the hypotheses presented in Chapter 

I the following study was designed. 

Using the studies of Osborn (18) and Schalock 

Sigel (22) as models, it was decided that an observer would 

observe the interaction of a mother and one child in the 

presence of two other children in the home for a period of 

ten weeks. Two trained observers were used to collect the 

data, each observing five different mother-child groups 

for the ten-week period. This procedure was designed to 

counteract any influence which the personality of one 

observer might have on the subjects or any constant source 

of error which one observer might introduce, Roth observers 

were also observing five groups of a mother and one child 

for data pertaining to a parallel study by Paul concerned 

with the observer influence on a mother and one child (19) . 

Periodically the mother was asked to rate her feelings and 

behavior and the behavior of her child on a number of 

scales designed to measure her perception of the observer's 

influence. These scales, together with a corroborative 

scale filled in upon personal interview of the mother by a 

third party at the conclusion of the observation, ï served 

'Appreciation is expressed to Dr. H. D. Schalock for his 
part in interviewing the mothers. 

awi 
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as an indication of the effect the observer had on the 

mother and child as this was perceived by the mother. A 

comparison of the mother's feelings toward the observer as 

the weeks progressed with the actual observed behavioral 

change was expected to give some indication of the effect 

of the observer on the interaction observed. 

Procedure 

subjects: Ten mothers with their children served as 

subjects for the study. There were three children in each 

family observed. The mothers ranged in age from 24 to 3b, 

and all had at least one year of college. The mean years 

of education were 15.2. The children that were observed 

ranged in age from three years, three months to four years, 

nine months. These children's siblings' ages ranged from 

ten months to seven years. In five of the mother -child 

groups, the child being observed was the oldest of three 

children. In four groups the subject was the middle child, 

and in one group the child was the youngest. These 

characteristics of the subjects appear in Table 1. 

The initial list of possible subjects was obtained 

from Sunday School roles and the Public School census of 

Corvallis, Oregon. These persons were sent a letter 

describing the study, and were asked to return an enclosed 

postcard if they were interested in participating. This 

letter and postcard appear in Appendix A. Other possible 
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Table 1 

A Summary of Mothers' Schooling and subjects` 
Ages at the Time of the First Observation 

Family 
Ages of 
subjects _ Siblings Mother 

Mother's 
Schooling 
_years) 

3-1/2 1-5 mos. 24 14 
2 -4 mos. 

B 3-1 mo. 2-1 mos. 
e-3 mos. 

36 16 

C 4 -1/2 11 mos. 28 16 
2-3 mos. 

D 3-3 mos. 1-9 mos. 28 16 
5-3 mos. 

E 3 5 34 16 
7 

F 3-9 mos. 2-3 mos. 27 16 
2-3 mos. 

G 3-1 mo. 10 mos. 30 16 
6-5 mos. 

K 4-3 mos. 11 mos. 34 15 
4-3 ' mos. 

I 3 -9 -9 mos. 9 mos. 28 14 

4-9 mos. 

J 3-9 mos . 11 .caos.. 25 13 
1-9 mos. 

_ 

A 
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subjects were obtained through church mothers' groups where 

mothers who met the criteria of the study were asked to 

sign an interest card. Names of eligible persons were 

picked at random from the available list, but the necessity 

of obtaining their cooperation may have biased the suing. 

Reasons for refusal to participate on the whole, AOw- 

ever, were not, it was felt, due to a hesitancy to have the 

observer in the home. Nine of the twenty people contacted 

had previous commitments sometime during the ten -week 

period set aside for observation; for example, leaving on 

vacation, going to school or working. If the observations 

could have been scheduled consecutively during a ten -week 

period sometime throughout an entire year at the conven- 

ience of the subjects, it is felt that all but one subject 

approached would have participated. One subject, upon 

interviewing, continually found excuses for the time 

suggested and the observer was not able to establish an 

interview schedule with her. Am observation schedule of 

her behavior and that of the child might very possibly 

have appeared quite different from those obtained. 

Upon receipt of the interest card signed by the 

mother, an appointment was made for the observer to inter- 

view the mother and children. At this interview, the 

observer attempted to establish rapport with the mother and 

children and explain further the system of observation. 
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The mother was requested to carry on a normal schedule as 

though the observer were not there. She was instructed to 

tell the children that the observer would be studying and 

could not talk with them until she had finished. It was 

emphasized that the observer was only interested in record- 

ing interaction, and that no judgements would be made about 

the mother's and child's behavior. The mothers were 

assured of the anonymity of their contributions and a 

schedule for measuring was agreed upon. 

Measuring Instruments: Data for this study were 

gathered in three ways: by direct observation, by rating 

scale, and by interview. 

Direct observation was used to obtain information 

concerning the interactive behavior of the mother and child 

during the presence of the observer. Two trained observers 

recorded the interaction using the category system devel- 

oped by Moustakas, Sigel and Schalock (17) . four 

categories and their definitions were added to record the 

child's action toward the observer. Precise definitions of 

the categories and their examples may be found in Moustakas, 

Sigel, and Schalock (17, p. 111 The entire category 

schedule is included as Appendix B. Using this system the 

interaction of the mother and child and the child's 

behavior toward the observer were recorded each five 

seconds for thirty minutes on ten occasions. Both category 

* 
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and observer reliability were demonstrated prior to data 

collection. 

Category reliability refers to the ability of two 

observers to agree on the labeling, i.e., the categoriza- 

tion or identification, of individual categories of 

observed behavior. Such agreement is contingent primarily 

upon the degree of discreteness, preciseness and clarity of 

category definition. Reliability was determined for each 

separate category and for all the categories taken as a 

whole. In computing category reliability, timing errors, 

that is errors due to misplacement of categories on the 

time scale, were considered as agreements since category 

reliability is concerned only with the accuracy with which 

observers can label behavior independent of the accuracy of 

the placement of these categories on a time scale. The 

formula used for computing category reliability was: 

*umber of Agreements 
dumber of Agreements + Number of Disagreements 

Observer reliability refers to the ability of two 

persons, observing simultaneously, to agree upon the occur- 

rence of an event in time. Contrary to category 

reliability, timing errors were considered as disagreements 

in the calculation of observer reliability (22). Only when 

an identical behavior category or qualitative rating was 

recorded by each observer in the same time interval were 
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the records considered in agreement. An example of what 

is meant by a timing error appears in Figure I. 

: ä c : -1 s c a -1 a 

:Observer I : dl : e____t.__ dl a o s 

: : c : C : -1 : -1 : 

4b :ser r ve Its dl_ : c = dl : o : 

Figure I. Illustration of a Timing Error 

A timing error occurs when two observations are 

simply interchanged, and are immediately preceded and 

succeeded by agreement of category entries. , +s can be 

interpreted from the example, it is not a matter of 

misunderstanding the category which would be a classifica- 

tion or category error, but an error on the part of the 

observers to place the action in its proper time sequence. 

This is an error which must be considered in determining 

observer reliability. The formula used in determining 

observer reliability was: 

Agreements 
agreements + disagreement due to classification 

+ disagreements due to timing errors 

Data used for reliability purposes were not used in the 

analysis of observer influence. 

Human observers used as measuring instruments require 

training in the proficiency of recording behavior. In 

order to use the category system devised by Moustakas, 

Sigel and Schalock reliably and accurately, the observers 

were trained for several weeks. It was first necessary for 

the observers to memorize all categories, their definitions 

_ 
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and examples of each behavior. After approximately 14 

hours of study both observers were able to relate category 

symbols and their definitions with 90 per cent accuracy. 

These hours were actual recorded time spent in memoriza- 

tion and do not account for the numerous hours spent in 

reflecting upon the categories in the observer's daily 

routine of interacting with other people. Both observers 

reported themselves categorizing the interaction taking 

place around them almost as if it were second nature. 

Following the memorization of categories, the two 

observers applied these categories in observing interactive 

behavior in the home and nursery school. A sample of the 

recording sheet is included as Appendix C. These training 

procedures resulted in an increase in the proficiency of 

identifying and recording behavior within the five- second 

time intervals. when both observers felt that adequate 

proficiency in recording had been reached, a test for 

reliability was made. This consisted of two observers 

simultaneously observing and independently recording the 

interactive behavior of a mother and one child in the 

presence of two other preschoolers in the home. Relia- 

bility was then computed for this test by comparing the 

recorded schedules of the two observers using the two 

previously mentioned formulas for obtaining both category 

reliability and observer reliability. At this time, a 

, 
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level of 57 per cent over -all category and observer relia- 

bility was attained. after two more weeks of training, the 

observers again compared records of a half -hour observa- 

tion, this time reaching a level of 68 per cent category 

and observer reliability. At this time the observers 

compared and discussed category definitions in an effort 

to increase reliability of category labeling. Two more 

reliability tests were made after approximately one week 

intervals of practice. These tests yielded category reek_ 

abilities of 75 per cent and 80 per cent respectively. 

Observer rsliabilities obtained were 73.2 per cent anú 78.9 

per cent, respectively. The results of the final relia- 

bility test appear in Table 2. 

All categories in the observation schedule did not 

appear during the reliability tests. Of the categories 

that did appear, reliability ranged from zero to 100 per 

cent. Where categories appeared in great frequency relia- 

bility increased. Behaviors whose definitions required 

many sub -categories for clarity and discreteness tended 

generally to nave a low reliability. This may have been 

due also to the small frequencies with which thee* cate- 

gories appeared. Perhaps for purposes of determining 

observer influence, a more general category schedule would 

be adequate to determine areas of influenced behavior, 

thus reducing the observer load and increasing observer 



Table 2 

Individual and Total Category Reliability Data 
Based on Final One -Half Hour of observation 

Category 
Category 
Symbol]. 

Humber of 
Agreements 

Number of 
Disagreements Total 

Percent 
Agreement 

$ouatteation o 167 36 203 84 
0 160 41 201 89 

Attentive Observation o 20 4 24 84 
Et 73 82 89 

Joint Participation 
in °activity p 11 2 13 87 

Verbal Information tl 159 34 193 83 
tl 18 7 25 72 

Seeking Impersonal 
Information t2a 25 7 32 78 

22 7 29 76 

Giving help by 
assisting in 
completing task hl 1 0 1 100 

0 3 100 

Directing by Suggestion dl 21 16 37 57 

Directing by Command d3 11 17 65 
Eia 2 3 67 

9 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Category 
Category Number of 
SyMbo11 Agreements 

Looks at Observer 

Seeking Reassurance 

0 

Giving help by 
completing task h2 

Giving Praise m 

Reassurance a 

Seeking Recognition e-p 

*-P 

Enthusiastic Cooperation +2 

Jointly out of sight -r- 

Seeking help by 
requesting assistance h1-ß 

Verbal Approach to 
Observer 

Recognition e 

27 

0 

5 

24 

2 

3 

2 
7 

0 

88 

0 

9 

4 
2 

Number of 
Disagreements Total 

Percent 
Agreement 

13 30 68 

2 2 0 

0 5 100 
0 24 100 

0 2 100 

0 3 100 

0 2 100 
3 10 70 

1 1 U 

3 91 96 

1 1 0 

1 10 90 

1 5 80 
3 5 40 

a-> 

1! 



Table 2 (continued) 

Category 
Category 
SyMbol1 

Number of 
Agreements 

Number of Percent 
Disagreements Total Agreement 

Affection by Physical 
Means 

11 0 1 1 0 

Statement of action b3 5 2 7 70 

Restricting by Physical 
Restraint r5 

5 
0 1 1 0 

Restricting by threat 
of bodily punishment 3 0 3 100 

Restricting by explan- 
ation 

orienting roles by 
status, power, age 

r1 0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

Noncooperation with 
alternative -2 0 1 1 0 

Noncooperation with 
explanation -1 0 1 1 0 

Interpretation by 
verbalisation of 
motor behavior 1 0 

Cooperation casual or 
straightforward + 1 2 1 3 67 

r6 

s3m 

2 
2 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Category 
Category 
Sy boll 

Number of 
Agreements 

Number of 
Disagreements Total 

Percent 
Agreement 

Physical approach 
to observer n 5 1 6 83 

Forbidding by 
recognition f2 1 0 1 100 ..,,. 

TOTALS 882 212 1094 80 

"'Underlined symbol indicates child behavior. 
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reliability. These areas might then be broken down and 

observed in more detail. 

It is generally agreed in the fields where human 

observers were used that 80 per cent reliability is neces- 

sary for adequate observation. On the final reliability 

run an over -all category reliability of 80 per cent was 

reached. These data appear in Table 2. Calculating for 

observer reliability, where timing errors were considered, 

a per cent agreement of 78.9 per cent was obtained. These 

data barely reached the criterion of acceptability, but 

since the increase of reliability was so slight between 

the third and fourth sessions and the pressure of summer 

schedules of the subjects was as great as it was, it was 

decided that the reliability study not be extended. Confi- 

dence in the reliability of data gathered after the 

training sessions was based on a study by icing et al (13), 

who observed nursery school children for inter- observer 

reliability on socially significant behavior categories. 

They found that reliability increased with training and 

even after collaboration was discontinued. 

A major factor which may have affected reliability is 

that of observer bias, that is, how each observer felt 

about the categories. Koustakas, Sigel and Schalock, 

authors of the category system, reached a reliability of 

87.58 per cent (17). The fact that they were in agreement 
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with each other as they defined the categories while 

trained observers merely discussed the definitions assigned 

to the categories and the fact that they were only con- 

cerned with mother and one child interaction and not 

interaction between the child and mother and observer in 

the presence of two other children, may account to some 

degree for the difference in reliability scores. It is 

possible, of course, that with further training the 

observers in the present study could have increased their 

reliability scores to that of the original users. 

Another factor possibly affecting reliability was the 

added load when observing a group of four as opposed to 

two- person interaction. according to Bales and Borgatta 

(2, p. 396 -413) this would affect the amount of interaction 

recorded within a one -half hour time period. Since there 

were three children with which the mother might interact, 

the interaction between the mother and the three -year -old 

child could be reduced considerably. Also since there 

tends to be a positive relationship between the frequency 

of category appearance and reliability of the category, 

the reduced frequency of interaction might have further 

affected category reliability in this way. 

Each mother and child was observed in the home, i.e., 

in the house, yard or car, for a one -half hour period each 

week for a period of ten weeks. Due to unforeseen changes 



in family routine, some observations did not take place at 

the scheduled time. These were rescheduled within five 

days of the appointed time. .t no time was the period 

between observations in excess of twelve or less than four 

days. Observations were made during the period from May 

6 to August 6, 1957. 

while in the home, the observers tried to remain as 

unobtrusive as possible while observing and recording all 

interactive behavior. Questions or actions toward the 

Observer by either the mother or child were acknowledged 

by a smile or nod, but if they continued, the observer 

halted the observation to explain that there would be time 

afterward for conversation. This had previously been 

explained to the mother and subsequently by her to the 

child. These explanations had to be made only three times 

during the total course of the observations. 

Some attempt was made on the part of the mother to 

remain in contact with the child. However, emphasis was 

placed on the desirability of customary routine behavior 

or activity during the course of the observations. 

A rating scale was used to obtain information from the 

mother about the influence she felt the observer had had on 

the behavior of her child and herself at different points 

in the sequence of observation. This scale is included as 

Appendix D. Using this scale, ratings were made by the 

27 
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mother of her child's behavior as he related to a) the 

mother, b) the siblings, c) the materials in the home, d) 

the observer, and e) the way he expressed himself without 

reference to people or materials, e.g. singing, humming, 

dancing, and the like. The mother also rated her own 

feelings, as she perceived theca during the observation, in 

relation to increased pressure in various areas of house- 

and child care. Ratings for both the mother and 

child were obtained after the first, fourth, seventh and 

tenth observations, with the exception of the ratings for 

the child's behavior toward the observer. These were 

obtained only after the third, seventh and tenth observa- 

tions, using the child's behavior toward the observer 

during the first observation as the standard of reference. 

when first presenting the rating scale to the mother, 

the observer suggested that they read it over together. 

During this time, the observer emphasized the importance of 

the accuracy of the mother's ratings and the necessity of 

knowing the extent to which recorded behavior was similar 

to normally occurring behavior at other times. In subse- 

quent periods of rating, the observer again emphasized the 

fact that she was interested in the degree to which the 

child's behavior and mother's feelings varied from the 

usual pattern of behavior and feelings when the observer 

was present. 

ti 
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A second measure of the mother's perception of the 

observer's influence on herself was obtained by means of 

an interview, This was held in the home within one week 

after the observations had been completed. The interviewer 

had had no previous contact with the mother. His task was 

to gather information from the mother using a semi - 

structured, focused interview that enabled him to rate how 

she felt in the observer's presence throughout the sequence 

of the observations. The same variables which the mother 

had used in rating herself were used by the interviewer. 

The interviewer's schedule appears as :Appendix E. 

Reliability of interview data was established by two 

persons independently rating a mother's responses during 

an interview. One hundred per cent reliability was estab- 

lished on all ratings during the first interview using the 

formula: 

Agreements 
Agreements + disagreements x 100 = Per Cent Agreement 

The subjects used in establishing late interview rating relia- 

bility was a mother who had been observed in establishing 

observational reliability. Data gathered from her were 

not used in the analysis of observer influence. 

: 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data gathered by the three previously described 

procedures, direct observation, rating scale, and inter- 

view, are presented in this chapter with reference to the 

original hypotheses. 

Observational Data 

Results of the observational data were tabulated and 

charted with reference to hypotheses 1 and 2. only those 

categories which appeared with a mean frequency of ten or 

more per observation were considered for analysis. These 

categories appear in Table 3. It was felt that a minimum 

mean frequency of ten was necessary to give a reliable 

representation of any one behavior.' A wary of all the 
categories and their total frequencies appears as Appendix 

B. 

Twenty -one mother's categories and sixteen child's 

categories appeared with a mean frequency of ten or more. 

Two categories recorded jointly for mother -child interaction 

also appeared with a mean of ten or more. Sub- categories 

whose mean frequencies were less than ten per observation 

were combined to provide a larger representative mean 

/Mean frequencies equal ten per cent of the total frequency 
for any category. 



Table 3 

Behavior Categories Having a Mean Frequency of Appearance 
of Ten or More Per Observation 

Mother's Categories 
Mean 
Frequency Child's Categories 

Mean 
Frequency 

Nonattention 1330.0 Nonattention 1318.4 
Attentive observation 547.0 Attentive observation 595.0 
Jointly out of sight 822.51 Offering information 
Offering verbal information 235.8 (combined) 319.2 
Seeking impersonal information 151.6 Offering verbal information 316.6 
Directing by command 91.8 Child- observer interaction 
Directing by suggestion 53.6 (Combined) 276.5 
Giving help by completing task 45.9 Seeking impersonal 
Forbidding (combined) 41.1 information 101.0 
Giving help by assisting in Casual cooperation 77.1 

completing a task 35.8 Seeking permission 37.8 
Recognition 32.8 Seeking recognition 37.1 
Restricting (combined) 31.1 Statement of action 30.6 
Affection (total) 25.2 Hostility (combined) 28.5 
Forbidding by threat of bodily Giving help by assisting in 

punishment 22.1 completing a task 25.6 
Restricting by physical restraint 16.6 Noncooperation (combined) 23.2 
Seeking recognition 19.2 Noncooperation by simple 
Statement of action 14.6 refusal 20.7 
Affection by verbal means 17.7 Directing by command 16.5 
Reassurance 14.3 Giving recognition 12.3 
Reward 14.1 Seeking reassurance 10.3 
Interpretation by restatement of 

Joint participation in activity 13.61 
Casual cooperation 13 5 

'Categories recorded jointly for mother and child. 
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frequency for the general category. Any sub- category 

within the general combined category appearing with a mean 

of over ten was also analyzed separately. 

total of 23,898 observations were :node of mother 

behavior and 28,116 observations were recorded for the 

child. Seventy categories of mother behavior were 

observed and 51 for the child. Approximately half of the 

total number of behaviors recorded for both mother and 

child were in the category of nonattention. This, again, 

may be due to the addition of two other siblings who demand 

partial attention from the observed pair. The quality and 

quantity of that interaction is ignored in the present 

category systems.. This suggests that a revision of the 

recording schedule may be necessary to observe in family 

groups of larger size. Lambert has suggested that a useful 

set of categories may call for a combining of elements of 

various category systems (14, p. 855) . With a reduction in 

the division of behavior categories, one might well be able 

to increase the number of people observed and the length of 

time an observer could reliably observe. This would allow 

more time for categories to appear in sufficient frequency 

to warrant consideration for analysis. In doing this, 

however, one would, of course, lose some of the discrete- 

ness of the category system. 

r 
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It is interesting to note in the Table of Mean 

Frequencies Per Observation in Appendix F that there is a 

sharp change in category frequency during the Seventh 

observation. For example, the combined category of affec- 

tion which had been having mean frequencies of less than 

three jumped to a mean of tea in the seventh observation. 

It then dropped to a mean of leas than three for the next 

three observations. The category of reassurance on the 

part of the mother jumped from a mean frequency consistent- 

ly below two to a mean of five and three- tenths, then 

dropped again to its consistent figure. Offering verbal 

information, which had consistently been decreasing in 

mean frequency, jumped during the seventh observation to a 

mean frequency of fifteen higher than it had ever been. 

It then dropped again and leveled off. The child's cate- 

gories of seeking reassurance and hostility toward the 

mother increased greatly also during the seventh observa- 

tion. The combined category of giving information 

decreased unusually in frequency on the seventh observa- 

tion. Four of the ten mothers reported unusual behavior 

on the part of the children in the questionnaire data 

where they were allowed to comment. So reason can be 

given for this fluctuation, but it might be suggested 

that if there had been more subjects observed, the unusual 

. 
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behavior of two or three of the children would not have 

affected the total behavior pattern to such a degree. 

One of the hypotheses underlying the analysis 

observational data was that the mother -child interaction 

would be influenced by having an observer present, but 

that this influence would become constant with the passage 

of time. In order to test this hypothesis a preliminary 

statistical analysis was made involving two separate 

steps: a) an analysis of variance, multiple classifica- 

tion/ and b) a regression analysis, on categories which 

theoretically should have varied over time if any were to 

have varied. This analysis was made in connection with a 

paper presented to the western Psychological Association 

(22) explaining the present study and the related study by 

Paul (19). Categories analyzed were r5, restricting by 

physical restraint, and d3, directing by command for the 

mother, and 1, compliance, for the child. selection of 

these categories was based on findings by $chalock (23). 

The purpose of the variance analysis was to extract 

from the data variance due to individual differences and 

behavioral fluctuations between observational periods. 

This analysis provided a clearer measure of the variance 

due to the changing influence of the observer over time. 

With variance due to individual differences and behavior 

fluctuations removed, a regression analysis was then 

of 
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applied to determine the significance of the error 

variance curve, i.e. the significance of the slope of the 

line representing the frequency with which each of thr. 

various behaviors occurred over the series of ten observa- 

tions. The analysis tested the null hypothesis that the 

line representing the individual category frequencies for 

the ten observation periods had a slope of zero (16, p. 

205). If the slope of the line showed significant direc- 

tionality, it was taken as indicative of observer influence 

on that behavior. when the curve did not vary signifi- 

cantly somewhere along the ten observations, or when it 

sloped significantly but then leveled off and assumed a 

constant direction, it was considered indicative of 

constant observer influence. 

The resulting ratio between the regression coeffi- 

cient and the error variance yielded an F value which was 

evaluated with one and 81 degrees of freedom. An F value 

of 3.95 or above indicated significance at the .05 level 

of confidence, i.e. 95 per cent of observations of a 

similar set of mothers would produce data which would be 

expected to vary significantly as posed in the hypothesis. 

Results of the above analysis showed only the mother 

category r5, restriction by physical restraint, to vary 

significantly over time, Graphs were then prepared for 

each category to depict visually the percent of variance 

. 
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in the category frequency from its expected frequency for 

each observation period. This procedure was based on the 

assumption that if behavior of the mother or child % Q x e 

not affected by observer influence the category would 

appear in each observation with approximately equal 

frequency; if variation occurred over time in a persistent 

direction it was assumed that this would be a reflection 

of observer influence. The frequency curves provided a 

visual means of determining the extent to which each 

behavior varied over time. 

These curves subsequently served as a basis for 

selecting categories to be submitted to the regression 

analysis in order to determine the signif ican,ze of 

category variation from observation to observation. 

Using the frequency variance curve for 5 as a visual 

guide it was possible to determine other categories whose 

frequency variance curves indicated a slope of possible 

statistical significance. An example of such a comparison 

is given in Figure 2. 

Upon advice of the statistical department, only the 

regression analysis was applied to the categories sus- 

pected of significant variation, as this was revealed in 

the above visual comparison. Two additional categories of 

mother behavior and five additional categories of child 

behavior were selected in this way for the regression 

7 
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analysis. These were the categories of seeking recogni- 

tion and statement of action by the mother and observer 

interaction, seeking recognition, seeking permission, 

statement of action, and direction by command by the child. 

The regression analysis was based on the following 

formula: 

F 

(9T1 + 7T2 + + 3T4 +T5 + T6 + 3T7 + 5T + 7T+ T 
10 (330) 

In this formula, T represents the total frequency for the 

ten subjects for each observation period. Further explan- 

ation of the statistical analysis can be found in Li's 

"Introduction to Statistical Inference' (lb). This formula 

yields an F value which was then evaluated with one and 

eight degrees of freedom. An F value of 5.32 or above 

indicated that the behavior category varied significantly 

over time at the .05 level of confidence, i.e. there is a 

5 per cent chance that that particular category would have 

varied due to chance rather than due to the hypothesis 

posed. An F value of 11.26 indicated a significant vari- 

ation at the .01 level. 

A list of the analyzed categories and their F values 

appears in Table 4. It should be noted again that vari- 

ance due to individual differences in mother -child pairs 

and to behavioral fluctuations between observations were 

not removed from the data appearing in Table 4, with the 
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Table 4 

Categories Submitted to Regression Analysis 

F value 
Categories l and 8 d.f. 

Mother's Categories 
Restricting by physical 

restraint 8.422 
Seeking recognition 4.93 
Statement of action 3.50 
Directing by command 2.263 
Compliance 2.33 

Direction of 
Frequency 

Increased 
Increased 
increased 
Decreased 
Increased 

Child's Categories 
Interaction with observer 13.28 Decreased 
seeking recognition 16.29 Increased 
Seeking permission 27.56 Increased 
Directing by Command 10.99 Increased 
Statement of action 35.63 Increased 
Compliance 1.703 Increased 

1An F value of 5.32 is required for significance at the 
.05 level; an F value of 11.20 is required for signifi- 
cance at the .01 level. 

2Significant in preliminary analysis needing an F value 
of 3.95 to reach .05 level of confidence. 

3 3Not significant in the preliminary analysis. 

exception of data for restricting by physical restraint, 
and the mother category and the child category of compli- 

ance. The consequence of using this less sensitive test 

for significance is that some of the categories which 

might have shown significant observer influence, had the 

variance been removed, may have failed to do so. Every 

confidence, however, can be had in the significance of 

the categories found to be affected by the observer since 
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they would show even more significant results with the 

variance removed. 

of the mother categories analyzed, only restricting 

by physical restraint changed significantly over time. 

Five of the child's behavior categories analyzed varied 

significantly over time. The child's action toward 

observer decreased over time, while seeking permission, 

seeking recognition, directing by command, and statement 

of action increased in frequency with time. All but one 

of these categories (directing by command) were signifi- 

cant at the .01 level of confidence. Directing by command 

was significant at the .05 level of confidence. Seeking 

recognition, statement of action, directing by command and 

compliance for the mother, and compliance for the child, 

although varying slightly did not show significant vari- 

ation. 

The second hypothesis underlying the analysis of 

observational data was, briefly, that the frequency of 

specific categories of mother and child behavior would 

increase or decrease with time until constancy was 

reached. The predicted directions for these categories 

and their actual direction of frequency changes appear in 

Table 5. 

As can be seen from Table 5, only one category varied 

significantly in the direction predicted, the mother's 

, . 
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Table 5 

A Comparison of Mother and Child Behavior 
Categories: Their Predicted and 
Observed Direction of Variance 

Direction of Variance 
Predicted Actual 

Category Direction Direction 

Child's 
Compliance 
sceoa .tion 

Hostility 
Joint participation 
Statement of 
condition 

Recognition 
Cooperation 

Mother's 
Restriction 

Forbidding 
Rejection 
Anxiety 
Hostility 
Joint participation 
Giving help 
Seeking impersonal 

information 
Statement of action 
Compliance 

Increase 
Increase 
Increase 
Decrease 
Decrease 

Decrease 
Decrease 

Increase 

Increase 
Increase 
Increase 
Increase 
Decrease 
Decrease 

Decrease 
Decrease 
Decrease 

Ie 

Did not vary 
Decreased slightly 
Increased slightly 
Increased signifi- 
cantly 

Increased slightly 
Increased slightly 

Increased signifi- 
cantly 

Increased slightly 
e 

e 

Increased slightly 
Increased slightly 

Did not vary 
Increased slightly 
e 

*Indicates those categories whose mean frequency was less 
than ten. 

cats wry of restriction. One of the child's categories, 

statement of condition, increased significantly when it 

toad been predicted to decrease. Three other child cate- 

gories showed trends in the opposite direction from that 

predicted. One child category did not appear frequently 

enough to permit an analysis for direction. Two mother 
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categories increased slightly in the direction predicted 

while three indicated trends in the opposite direction. 

Four categories had a mean frequency of less than ten, 

and, consequently were not analyzed. 

It would appear, in the light of these findings, that 

restricting is the only category which repeats the find- 
ings of Schalock (22), and which indicates a possible 

predictability as a measure of observer influence. It is 

obvious that further observation of these behaviors and 

other behaviors shown to vary significantly with relation 

to hypothesis one is necessary before they can be taken as 

reliably predictable signs of observer influence. 

Rating Scale and Interview Data 

Results of the rating scale and interview '. data were 

coded and charted with reference to the third hypothesis: 

when mother -child interaction has been demonstrated 

constant the mother will reoort that she feels the 

influence of the observer to be negligible, if not 

non -existent. It will be recalled that if this hypothesis 
wore supported, it would be viewed as providing some basis 

for assuming the similarity between mother -child inter- 

action that is constant in the presence of an observer and 

their interaction when they are alone. 

The questionnaires filled out by the mother periodic - 

ally throughout the ten observations provided an 

. 
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on- the -spot assessment of their feelings about observers. 

This was compared with data obtained in interviews with 

the mothers after the observations had ended. 

Profiles of the mother's feelings and the child's 

behavior were coded and graphed in the following manner. 

Each feeling or child behavior rated by the mother was 

assigned a number (weight) which represented the verbal 

description which was checked. These weights, arbitrarily 

assigned, were based on "Tables for Normal Scores for 

Ranks" (16, p. 533) . They represent points along the axis 

of a normal curve distribution. The unequal distance 

between weights on the axis reflects the emphasis given to 

people feeling observer influence. This unequal emphasis 

is based on distribution theory which suggests that more 

people are likely to feel little influence than are likely 

to feel much influence. 

Using the weight given a particular ranking, the 

algebraic sum of the ratings was found. This sum was then 

divided by ten giving a mean rating for each behavior for 

each rating day. The weights assigned the ratings of the 

variation of the child's behavior from "usual were as 

follows: much less -1.35, some less -.16, little less 

-.35, none .0o, little more +.35, some more +.76, much 

more +1.35. The weights assigned the mother's ratings 

indicating the influence she felt in the observer's 
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presence were none .00, little +.35, same +.76, and much 

+1.35. These same weights were given to the interviewer's 

ratings of the mother's feelings. These scale position 

weights were then plotted against time, permitting a curve 

which represented observer influence on that particular 

feeling or behavior. For comparison, curves representing 

the interview data and questionnaire data in relation to 

the mother's feelings are shown on the same graphs. These 

graphs appear in Figure 3. 

In eleven areas mothers indicated an awareness of the 

observer's influence upon their feelings. These were 

felt pressured; felt that she had to be on her best 

behavior; child had to be on his beat behavior; felt 

distracted/ felt she had to talk with child/ felt the 
house had to be neat; lack of freedom to be self; had to 

dress neatly; child had to dress neatly; and a feeling of 

physical uncoo-afox tablenese . The mothers indicated to the 

interviewer that they were influenced in only nine areas 

by the observer. These were pressure, had to be on best 

behavior, child had to be on his best behavior, distracted, 

had to talk to child, had to do things with c4 411d, house 

had to be neat, and lack of freedom to be self. 

In view of the apparent discrepancy between 
on- the -spot assessment of feelings and mother's recall, 

and being cognizant of the literature cautioning against 
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generalising from interview and questionnaire data, a word 

of caution is appropriate at this time. Certainly the 

data obtained from interview and questionnaire is subjec- 

tive in nature and may be influenced by many kinds of 

bias. It is necessary, therefore, to view the findings 

for what they are, constantly keeping their subjectiveness 

in mind. 

It is interesting to note that in six out of the nine 

areas in which the mother indicated to the interviewer 

that she was aware of the observer's influence, the 

interviewer rated this influence higher than did the 

mother at the time. Possibly this tendency may have been 

due to the mother's ability to better recall her feelings 

she .tee. compared them with the decreased influence later 

on, realising that she was influenced to a greater degree 

than she had thought at the time. It is also possible in 

the light of the :...iterviewez's cognizance of the purposes 

of the study that certain interviewer bias was introduced. 

Another possibility suggested by Ing (10), in his compari- 

son of maternal attitudes and behavior is that the mother 

was sensitive to °expected reactions" as perceived through 

her reading. In all cases, observer influence, as 

perceived by the mother in retrospect, tended to decrease 

earlier and to a greater degree than did the mother's 

self rating. 
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In all areas but two, the mother indicated that 

observer influence decreased with time. The subjects 

seemed to feel, however, that there was an increase in 

pressure to do things with the child. Is one mother 

described its ". :t first it was a novelty, but during the 

summer the children wanted freedom to run to the meighbers 

and play, and I had to plan activities to keep them home. 

It would have been easier in the winter when the children 

are often inside anyway." This trend is indicated in the 

observation schedule where the percent of frequency 

variance of joint participation went from 30 per cent 

below the expected frequency, e.g. 10 per cent of total 

observations for that category, to 8 per cent above the 

expected frequency at the end of the observation sessions. 

Although not significant at the .05 level of confidence; 

this trend corroborates the impression obtained from the 

mother, namely, that she was required to find more things 

to keep the children home. 

Figures 4 and 5 represent a graphic picture of the 

observer influence on the child's behavior around mother, 

siblings and observer. It was difficult to discern a 

trend in the mother's ratings of the child's behavior 

around the observer since there was opportunity for only 

three ratings. This, of course, was due to the fact that . 

until the observer had been there a few times, the mother 

. 
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had no way of comparing the child's action toward the 

observer with his "usual" behavior. The observation 

schedule shows a significant decrease in observer 

influence in the area of child -- Observer interaction 

between the first and fourth observation and then a 

leveling off of behavior around the eighth observation 

period . observation indicates child -observer interaction 

to be 30 per cent below the expected frequency at the end 

of the observations, while the mother reports a slight 

increase during the last observation period. Observers 

themselves reported that on the last observation 

mother -child pairs tended to be more aware of the observer 
and indicated that they felt this was so because the 

subjects knew it was the last observation. Perhaps this 

would indicate that for purposes of statistical data 

collection, the observations should continue a week or two 

beyond the time period neceaeary to collect the data for 

analysis. 

There appears to be a general tendency for all child 

behavior around siblings and talking, affection, and 

aggressiveness around the mother to be inhibited by the 

observer's presence. Mothers indicated that these 

behaviors occurred less frequently when the observer was 

present than when he was not. Boisterousness, seeking 

assistance and making demands of the mother appeared to 
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increase in the observer's presence. The child's 

behavior around siblings and mother generally tended to 

approach "normal," as this was reported by the mother, by 

the end of the ten observations. Exceptions to this were 

affection, talking, and aggressiveness in relation to the 

mother and being demanding in relation to siblings. 

The observer seemed to have no i of l use on such 
behavior as urinating and nervous mannerisms, or perhaps 

mothers were hesitant to report on these behaviors as in 

most cases the ratings were left blank. Singing was 

affected very little. The mother felt that withdrawing 

continued to be affected slightly by the observer. 

Dramatic and constructive play tended to be greatly 

inhibited by the observer's presence, although both 

returned to their usual frequency by the end of the 

observations. Boisterousness was also inhibited during 

the first observations. This is seen in Figure 6. 

In general, children's play behavior tended to be 

more affected by the observer and return more quickly to 

the usual pattern than did the mother's feelings. This 

would seem to indicate that although both mot and 

children were affected by the presence of the observer, 

the mother responds to the observer's presence for a 

longer period of time than does her child, 
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The fourth hypothesis tested in the present study was 

that individual differences ig behavior patterns of 

mother -child pairs would be evidenced after observer 

influence had been demonstrated constant. In order to 

test this hypothesis, three mother -child pairs that had 

been observed were selected at random to represent a 

mother and oldest child, a mother and middle child and a 

mother and youngest child, These particular mother -child 

pairs were selected because it was felt that observer 

influence might have differing effects on the child in 

various positions in the family group. This was based on 

findings by Festinger st al. (8, p. 83) that competitive 

groups are much more conscious of observers than are 

operative groups. also, a general feeling on the part 

of the observers was that when the older child way not 

being observed, competition tended to build up between 

the oldest and tLe one being observed. 

Figures 7 and 8 represent in graphic form a compar- 

ison of individual mother -child pairs. Behaviors compared 

are those submitted for statistical analysis under 

hypothesis one, and other socially sensitive behavior 

categories. The bar graphs indicate the percentages of 

the frequency of a particular category in relation to 

total frequency for that category for a single mother -child 

pair in the tenth observation. The tenth observation 
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period was selected as a basis for this analysis in the 

belief that behavior would be more nearly constant then 

than in any other observation. 

Data for the mothers are presented in Figure 7. 

Behaviors included for comparison are seeking recognition, 

statement of action, directing by command, restricting 

(total of all restricting categories), restricting by 

physical restraint, forbidding (total), and Jointly out 

of sight. From these data it will be seen that restricting 

by physical restraint, the only mother category found to 

vary significantly over time, appeared very little in the 

tenth observation. it did vary in frequency somewhat 

between the three mothers, however. The mother of the 

gent child did not restrict her child at all, while 

the mother of the middle child restricted her's physically 

in 3.8 per cent of the behaviors recorded in the tenth 

observation. The mother of the oldest child restricted 

physically 2.6 per cent of the time. 

The behavior jointly out of sight was exhibited more 

than any of the other categories charted in the case of 

all three mothers, but it will be noted that all cate- 

gories of behavior reflected individual differences. The 

mother of the oldest child stated action most and forbade 

least. The mother of the middle child restricted most 

and stated her actions least. The mother of the youngest 
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child did not restrict or forbid at all but sought 

recognition of her child a greater percentage of the 

time. 

Figure 8 compares the child behaviors of seeking 

recognition, seeking permission, statement of action, 

direction by command, and observer -child interaction. As 

can be seen from the bar graph, even greater individual 

differences in behavior patterns are evidenced on the 

part of the children than were evidenced by the mothers. 

The oldest child sought permission a greater percent of 

time and directed the mother the least. The middle child 

sought recognition the most and stated action and 

directed mother least. The youngest child sought 

recognition most, directed least, but exhibited less of 

a range in percentage for all five categories observed 

than did the other two children. No particular patterns 

of mother -child behaviors were discernable since each pair 

exhibited varying degrees of behavior in different cate- 

gories. This supports the original hypothesis that 

individual difference would be evidenced. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigated observer influence on the 

interaction of a mother and one child in the presence of 

two other preschool siblings. Ten mother -child combina- 

tions were observed in the home for a period of ten 

weeks. Their interactive behavior was recorded every 

five seconds for a half -hour period each week with a 

category system consisting of ninety -four categories for 

mother behavior and ninety -four categories for child 

behavior. Four categories were also used to measure 

child -observer interaction. ida over -all observer reli- 

ability of 78.9 per cent was established with the category 

system by two independent observers prior to data collec- 

tion. 

Twenty -one mother categories and seventeen child 

categories appeared with a mean frequency of ten or more 

per observation. These were the categories analyzed in 

the study. Of these categories only one mother category, 

restricting by physical restraint, showed a statistically 

significant shift in frequency of appearance s,ith time. 

A total of 166 observations of restricting by physical 

restraint showed an increase in frequency from six in the 

first session to thirty -six in the final session. As had 



been suggested in earlier work by Moustakas, Sigel and 

Schalock (17), the mothers seemed to feel more free to 

restrict the child as the observations progressed. 

Contrary to expectation the influence of the observer 

on the mother as measured by constancy of category 

frequency did not become constant during the ten observa- 

tion periods. This did not corroborate the findings of 

Osborn who found constancy in mother behavior between the 

third and fourth observations. 

The low number of mother categories found to vary 

significantly over time was taken as an indication of low 

observer influence on the behavior being observed. 

Five child categories showed a statistically signifi- 

cant shift in frequency of appearance over time. These 

were interaction with the observer, seeking permission, 

seeking recognition, direction by command and statement 

of action. Interaction with the observer showed a sharp 

decrease in frequency between the first and fourth obser- 

vations, reaching constancy at about the eighth observa- 

tion. Three categories increased in frequency 

significantly over time, but showed no tendency toward 

constancy. These were seeking recognition, seeking 

permission and directing by command. Statement of action 

or condition increased significantly when it had been 

predicted to decrease. This category began to show a 
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tendency toward constancy between the eighth and tenth 

observations after a sharp continual rise in frequency 

between observations one and eight. These data can be 

taken as indicative of decreasing observer influence with 

time, especially the shift and constancy in observer- child 

interaction, though for some behaviors the influence of 

the observer did not become constant. This may have been 

due in part to the behavior of the child being a reflec- 

tion of the mother's behavior. 

After the first, fourth, seventh and tenth observa- 

tions, the mother rated her feelings and the behavior of 

her child as to the degree to which they were affected by 

the observer's presence. At the end of the ten observa- 

tions the mother was interviewed by a third party about 

her perception of the observer's influence on herself. 

Bier responses were rated on the same scale that she had 

used earlier in rating herself in this respect. In 

general, the mothers reported a decrease in observer 

influence over time, reaching constancy around the sixth 

observation. Their behavior, they felt, approached 

normal but remained slightly influenced by the observer's 

presence. Interview data tended to show a higher degree 

of observer influence at the beginning than did the 

questionnaire data, but both tended to show a decrease in 

observer influence near the end of the observations. 
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This is indicated in Figure 9 which shows a general 

observer influence curve as perceived by the mother. 

This curve is an average of all the feelings on the part 

of the mother as she assessed them periodically during the 

observations and during the interview following the data 

collection. 

In one instance, that of the child's reaction toward 

the observer, the mothers reported a slight increase of 

observer influence at the end of the observations. The 

interviewer reported a low constant observer influence. 

Individual mother -child pairs exhibited differences 

in behavior patterns, as was predicted. 

In general, the following conclusions from the 

investigation seem justified: 

1. Very few mother-child categories seem to be 

significantly affected by observer influence. In general, 

observation indicated that initially the child's behavior 

is influenced to a greater degree than the mother's but 

tends to show some .nee of constancy earlier in the 

course of observations 'than does that of the mother. 

This is indicated by five child behaviors varying signifi- 

cantly over time compared with only one mother behavior so 

varying. From these data the hypothesis that an observer 

will influence mother -child interaction m it occurs in 
the home, but in time this influence will decrease and 

. 
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become constant, can be accepted only in part. Observer 

influence does occur in the home and does decrease with 

time, but constancy of behavior was not widely exhibited 

during the later observation periods. 

2. The hypothesis that certain mother and child 

behaviors could be predicted to increase or decrease 

significantly over time was not supported. Only one 

mother category and no child categories varied signifi- 

cantly as predicted. Further investigation is necessary 

before observer influence can be predicted for specific 

behavior. 

3. The hypothesis that the another will report that 

she feels the influence of the observer to be negligible, 

if not non- existent, when mother interaction has 

been demonstrated constant, can neither be accepted or 

rejected, since socially sensitive categories did not 

reach constancy during the course of observations. 

Mothers did report, however, that the child's behavior 

and their own feelings returned somewhat to normal. This 

would seem to indicate that in time constancy of behavior 

close to normal might be the case. It is felt, however, 

that further study is necessary to investigate the effect 

of observers in the home for longer observations, over 

longer times and at differently scheduled times throughout 

the day before reliable conclusions can be reached. 
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4. Individual differences in mother -child pairs were 

exhibited at the end of the observations as was predicted 

in hypothesis four. The hypothesis stated that individual 

differences in behavior patterns of mother -child pairs 

will be evidenced after observer influence has been demon- 

strated constant. 

Certain limitations of the present study need pointing 

to with a view toward future investigations in the area of 

observer influence. Certainly, the limited number of 

subjects and their similar background of education and 

environment would tend to influence the results of the 

study. The necessity for obtaining cooperation from 

families is another form of bias which affects the results. 

There are also many variables in the home in addition to 

the observer that have their effects on the behavior 

observed; these have need for further study, some of 

these are time of day, mother's attitude toward child 

rearing practices, their own personal security levels, 

number of children in the family and general marital 

status. It is further felt that ;'normal" or "usual" 

behavior is something which investigators have talked 

about extensively, but which may be difficult to define 

in terms of categories of behavior. As Yarrow has 

pointed out, "The significance of dimensions of parental 

behavior may be more is the distribution of their 
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occurrence in relation to specific developmental stages 

and specific circumstances than in an 'average' occurrence" 

(26). This would indicate that some investigation needs 

to be done on the effect of the observer on patterns of 

behavior before and after the observation. 

Crandall and Preston have stated the problem well 

when they say that "until more research has been done on 

the comparability of data obtained by various methods, i.e. 

observer ratings, interviews and questionnaires, the lack 

of knowledge in this area places obvious limitations on 

the scope of theoretical generalizations which can be made 

on the basis of maternal behavior research" (16). It is 

toward this goal that the present study has been aimed. 

It is at beat a beginning. 
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COMMITS OF LETTER SUIT TO PARENTS 

Date Line 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. 

Two graduate students in the Department of Family 
Life, Miss Joanne Mann and Mrs. Janet Paul, are under- 
taking a research study dealing with the behavior of 
young children in their homes, and particularly with 
the way in which this behavior is influenced by the 
presence of an observer. 

69 

we are looking for homes where Miss Mann and Mrs. 
Paul can do their observations. Since you have a child 
in the age range we wish to observe in our study, we are 
writing to ask if you would be willing to help us in 
this research. 

Taking part in the study would involve having one 
of the students observe your child's activities in the 
home for about one -half hour a week over a period of not 
more than ten weeks. The observation periods would be 
scheduled at your convenience and the routine in your 
home would be disturbed as little as possible. 

«gee are not attempting to study individual children. 
we are interested only in the kinds of behavior that 
generally occur in the home when the observer is present. 
The information gathered in these observations will be 
kept confidential. When the study is completed, the 
results will be available upon your request. 

If you think that you might be able to take part 
in the study or would like to know more about it, will 
you check the enclosed postcard and return it to us? 
Ir. H. D. Schalock from the department will then telephone 
you to discuss further the research plans and to answer 
any questions you may wish to ask. We would appreciate 
your help very much. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Katherine H. Read, Head 
Department of Family Life 

' 



CONTENTS OF POST CARD AND INTEREST CARD 
FILLED OUT BY INTERESTED PERSONS 

Dear Dr. Sicbalo,_/G, 

We would be interested in hearing more about the 
research study dealing with the behavior of young 
children. Please call us at (telephone) during the 
following hours. . Our children's ages 
ares 

Sincerely yours, 
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Category Schedule and Total Category Frequencies 

Category 
Mother Child 

Arabia' Frequency Symbol Frequency' 

Out of reach of each other2 8225 3 

Dtoaattention o 13330 Q :3184 
Neutral behavioral expression oo -o 
Positive behavioral expression 01 01 
Negative behavioral expression 02 a 

Attentive observation c 5470 2 5950 
Recognition e 328 e 123 
Statement of condition or action 

Statement of situation 
Statement of emotional state 

bl 
b2 

2 
8 

hl 
b2 

3 
12 

Statement of action b3 146 b3 306 
Joint participation in activity p 130 2 3 

Offering information 3192 
Verbal information t1 2358 Al 3166 
Information by demonstration t2 76 t2 4 
Information by demonstration and 
explanation t3 52 t3 22 

Giving help 
By assisting in completing task hl 358 hl 256 
By completing task 

Reassurance 
Seeking information 

h2 
2 a 143 a 103 

Personal information t1_, 10 
tl-* 

4 
Impersonal information 

seeking help 
t2_P 1516 t2 1010 

By requesting assistance hi..,, 26 h 31 
By requesting completion of task h3,, 12 h 54 

Seeking reassuranca a- 5 ,, 103 
Seeking recognition e- 192 > 371 

. 

. 



Seeking Praise 
Seeking affection 
Seeking reward 
seeking permission 
Orienting 
Boundaries 
Time 
Roles 

By status, power, age 
By indicating responsibility 

Directing 
Suggestion 
Command and threat 
Command 

Restricting 
By explanation 
By recognition and clarification 
By warning 
By direct statement 
By physical restraint 
By threat of bodily punishment 
By threat of loss of affection 
By limiting the use of objects 

Forbidding 
By explanation 
By recognition and clarification 
By warning 
By direct statement 
By physical restraint 

Table (continued) 

A -, 
1 3 > 

2 --' 
9 9.-'. 378 

41 6 s1 
63 12 3 

s3m 5 13m 
s3o *3n 

dl 536 41 74 
d2 2 d2 1 
d3 918 3 165 

40 
13 
5 

S2 

r1 99 E1 11 

r3 
12 

r3 1 
r4 1 r4 r5 166 E5 7 

r7 15 
re 4 i:8 

fl 59 t1 
f2 67 $ 
f3 2 fa 
f4 2 1.4 ï5 7 t 

-t J 

_ 

Mother Child 
Symbol _ FreQliency _,bl PrtNllc 
m -> 
i^r 

9-> 
p -7 

r2 
- 

- 5 

- r7 

..s 

t..) 

Category 



Table (Continued) 

Category 

By threat of bodily punishment 
By throat of loss of affection 
By offering an alternative 
By removing objects 
By physical barriers 

Criticism 
Of person nl 
Of person's production n2 
Of person and person's productions n3 

Disciplinary action 
By isolation i1 it 
By deprivation of objects or space i2 i2 
By attacking person's objects i3 i3 
By corporal punishment i4 
By deprivation of love or affection i5 1 5 

Physical attack v v 
Threat of attack 

By verbal expression 
By gesture 
By verbal and gestural means 

Rejection 
By changing subject w1 
By denying validity of statement w2 
As a person w3 36 
By ignoring or evading w4 24 

Permission 
With qualifications 41) 

65 
Without qualifications Q2) 

Praise m 99 

Mother Child 
Symbol -Frequency' Symbol Frequency 

f7 ? 

£9 9 

221 
3 

0 ' 

16 

31 

B2 
113 

15 

1 

2 
1 

3 
2 

60 

12 

. 

- 

fT 
34 

fle 

nl 

~ 

4 

SC"' 

R3 

w3) 

w4) I 
22 

f 

f 
f9 

m .., 
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Table (continued) 

Category 
Mother 
1 # _ 4 uenW 

Child 
r 

Affection 
By physical means 
By verbal means 
By physical and verbal means 

Reward 
Cooperation 
Casual or straightforward 
Enthusiastic 

Compliance 
Noncooperation 

with explanation 
with alternative 
simple refusal 
Strong refusal 

Ambivalent statement 
Interpretation 
Restatement of content 
Verbalization of motor behavior 
Restatement of verbalized feelings 
Recognition of feeling in motor 

behavior 
Clarification of verbalized feelings 
Clarification of feelings in total 

behavior 
Association of current and past 

events 
Account of reality or translation 

of symbolic behavior 

11 
12 
13 

g 

72 
177 

3 
141 

135 

2 

33 

3 

+l 770 
+3 7 
L 30 

-1 3 -1 19 
-2 2 -2 4 
-3 16 -3 207 
-4 0 -4 2 
u 16 u 8 

1 
a2 
z3 

z4 
z5 

zb 

137 
14 
8 

4 
12 

2 

1 

1 

- 

- - - - - - - - 

. i-°-. .. ..... . Q s..i- ...r ,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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z8 
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13 
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Table (continued) 

Category 

Anxiety 
Little or none 
Some 
Much 

Hostility 
Little or none 
Some 
Much 

Child's action toward observer 
Looking at observer 
Verbal approach 
Physical approach 

Totals 

0 0 

+ 1 + 64 
++ 

0 

1 ++ 

o 
IMP 4 13 

e - 

272 

f 2765 

23,898 

...._..._ 

28,116 

1Mean category frequencies are 10 per cent of the total frequencies. 

2Thia category was added to the original schedule by ac clock. (Schalock, Henry 
D. Observation of mother interaction in the laboratory and in the home. 
PhD. thesis. Lincoln, University of Hsbraska, 1956. 128 numb. leaves.) 

3Category frequencies recorded jointly for mother and child. 
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CATEGORIES OF CHILD'S BEHAVIOR 
TOWARD THE OBSERVER 

Looking: Symbol: 
C noticeably directs his attention to 0 by silently 
watching. Example: C watches 0 as 0 writes. 
Example: C watches 0 as 0 moves. 

Verbal Approach: Symbol: L. 

C seeks to gain 0's attention through use of language, 
i.e., noises, crying, speaking. Example: C asks 0 a 
question. Example: C speaks directly to O. Example: 
C screams at O. 

Physical Approach: Symbol: n 
C seeks to gain attention of 0 through non -verbal 
action. Example: C leans against O. Example: C 
dances in front of 0. 

Physical and Verbal Approach: Symbol: Tr 
C seeks to gain 0's attention through combined use of 
verbal and non -verbal action. Example: C cries and 
leans on observer. Example: C runs to 0 and asks 0 
what he is doing. Example: C sings and claps his 
hands before O. 





SAMPLE OF RECORDING PROCEDURE 
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RATING; SCALE !` CHILD'S BEHAVIOR MOTHER'S FEELINGS 

PART I* RATING SCALE 

we are interested in determining if there is any change in the normal behavior 
pattern of the child when the observer is present. Some ways in which a child 
behaves toward people and things are listed below. Place a plus sign ( +) in the 
column which most nearly identifies the way in which your child's behavior during 
the observation compared with his usual behavior when he and you are alone. 

i 

loydamropik .......fI. ..,..... ,w.».... 

Behavior around the mothers 
Tommy's mother was asked to fill out this 

rating scale. This is what she remembered in 
regard to the behavior "Talkative." 

`Tommy talked very little during the observa- 
tion. Usually he asks me lots of questions and 
has many things to tell ere." 

MARK the column where you think Tommy's mother 
would place his behavior. 

Talkative: (Asks questions, relates experiences, 
discusses situations) 

About the behavior *Clinging." Tommy's mother 
remembered this, 

"Tommy usually seeks attention by pulling on 
my apron strings while I'm doing the dishes. I 

recall that he did seek attention that way today." 
the column here you think Tommy's mother 

would place his behavior. 

Clinging: (Holds on to mother's skirts, hides 
behind mothers reaches up seeking to be held, etc.) 
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3 : 2 
examples found on page one. Please Mark them in 

,e w e 
m m 

regard to your own child's behavior during the obser- 
4' 4 

D g X A. Behavior around the mother 

On the following pages are scales similar to the 

vation. 

1. Clinging: (Holds on to mother's skirts, hides 
behind mother; reaches up seeking to be held) 

2. Talkative, (Asks questions, relates experiences, 
discusses situations) 

3. Affectionate; (Generous; loving; tender) 

4. Aggressive: (Hits; kicks; bites; calls names; 
threatens) 

5. Boisterous: (Noisy; rollicking; singing; dancing; 
running; sliding; falling) 

Seeking Assistance: (Asks mother to help or give 
assistance in accomplishing a task or acquiring an 
object) 

7. Demanding; (Commands mother to help or give 
assistance or to do certain things) 

e 

e 

1 
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A 

B. Behavior around materials 

1. Dramatic Play,: (Acts out imaginative roles using 
toys and available material) 

2. Constructive Play: (Builds with blocks; plays 
with pussies; paints; colors) 

Destructive Play: (Activity in which there is an 
attempt to damage materials) 

4. Boisterous: (Noisy; rollicking; singing; dancing; 
running; sliding; falling) 

,.. _,...... ._..**1411 .....,. ..... _....... 

,.... :..._.. .ins.,..r. ,....,.,. ..,. ....mort 

........ .0.04.41 _.....f ........* ...... 411.1.01010.0 01001104.011. 

...... .,. 

C. Behavior around brothers and sisters 

1. Aggressive: (Hits; kicks; bites; calls names; 
threatens) 

2. Clinging: (Holds brothers' or sister's hands, 
hides behind them; hangs on to them) 

3. Boisterous: (Noisy; rollicking; singing; dancing; 
running; sliding; falling) 

4. Affectionate: (Generous; loving; tender) 
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5. Talkative; (Asks questions; relates experiences; 
discusses situations) 

6. Demanding* (Commands brother or sister to help 
or give assistance or to do certain things) 

7. Seeking Assistance: (Asks brother or sister to 
help or give assistance in accomplishing a task 
or acquiring an object) 

D. Other behaviors 

1. Urinating: (Frequency of trips to the bathroom 
and/or frequency of "accidents ") 

2. Nervous Mannerisms: (Sucks thumb; pulls or 
fingers hair; bites nails) 

3. Singings (Bumming tunes; singing words; rhythmic 
expressions which may occur along with other play) 

4. withdrawing: (Becomes quiet; goes off by self to 
shut out other people and their activity) 

. 
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Any comments you might like to add about the child's behavior: 

Please list any activities you may have planned to do with the child when the 
observer was present. Also, please list any activities you would have normally 
done if the observer were not present. 
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Part II: Rating Scale 

we are interested in determining if there is any 

á e 
change in the normal pattern of the child's behavior 

.4 w toward the observer during the weeks of observation. 
Some ways of behaving toward the observer are listed 

2 e below. Place a plus pion, ( +), in the column which 
al v most nearly identifies the way in which your child's 

behavior during the observation compared with his ri 4J 

1 A 

behavior when the observer first entered the home. 

Behavior around the observer 

1. Boisterous: (Noisy; rollicking; singing; dancing; 
running; sliding) 

2. Affectionate: (Generous; loving; tender) 

3. /al ative: (Asks questions; relates experiences; 
discusses situations) 

... _.... .... ....... 411114..- ,.liMI.. 

Any 

4. Aggressives (Hits; kicks; bites; calls names; 
threatens) 

5. Seeking Assistances (Asks observer to help or 
give assistance in accomplishing a task or 
acquiring an object) 

6. Demanding: (Commands observer to help or give 
assistance or to do certain things) 

comments you might like to add: 
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PART Ills RATING SCALE 

we are interested in determining if the mother feels that she 
is influenced by the observer's presence. Changes in the way the 
mother feels are important in that they may affect the child's 
behavior. Some ways in which the mother may feel when an observer 
is present are listed below. Place a plus ( +) sign in the column 
which most nearly identifies the way in which your feelings during 
the observation compared with your usual feelings when you and the 
child are alone. 

11ONIMONNIWN 

1. I felt like I was pressured. 

2. I felt like I had to be on my best behavior. 

3. I felt like my child had to be on his best behavior. 

4, I felt distract and unable to concentrate. 

5. I felt like I had to talk to the child. 

6. I felt like I had to do things with the child. 

7. I felt like my house had to be neat. 

8. I felt like I had to be dressed neatly. .1110r.. 

9. I felt that my child had to be dressed neatly. 

.....1.101111011. 
10. I was physically uncomfortable, for example, I perspired, 

cold hands, and felt shaky. 
had .061000414161 

11. I felt a lack of freedom to be myself. 

11 .. _._.__ ._ 

1 



12. Other feelings you may have had or any comments you would 
like to make 

(feel free to write on back of page) 
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QUESTIONS GUIDING THE DIRECTION 
OF THE INTERVIEW 

1. How did the mother feel in her early experiences with 
the observer? 

2. How long did these feelings last, i.e., when did the 
mother start to feel differently? 

3. The direction of the change in feeling, more or less 
than normal? 

4. Did the influence ever become constant? 

5. When did it become constant? 

6. How did the mother feel in the later portion of the 
observation? 

INTERVIEW RATING FORM 

1. I felt hurried. 

much 

some 

little 

none 

1 2 3 4 5 7 
Observations 
8 9 10 
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Table of the Mean Frequency for Each Observation for Each Mother 
Category that Appeared During the Course of Observation 

Observations 
Category 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

sonattention 161.6 113.7 147.4 145.7 125 136.4 124.7 106.8 136.5 135,2 

Jointly out of sight 57.9 108.3 90.3 58.4 68.7 67.6 94.9 117.2 71.2 88.0 

Joint Participation 1.9 0.8 1.5 1.8 1.5 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.6 0.8 

Attentive observation 58.1 60.6 58.8 51.4 51.4 56.1 56.0 49.4 58.5 46.7 

Offering verbal 
information 

Offering information 
by demonstration and 
explanation 

Seeking impersonal 
information 

23.4 

0.5 

15.6 

26.7 

.0 

15.2 

29.4 

0.1 

11.9 

25.1 

0.3 

15.9 

21.4 

0.7 

10.9 

37.4 

0.7 

20.7 

15.5 

0.1 

14.0 

20.0 

0.7 

17.0 

18.6 

0.3 

14.0 

18.3 

0.1 

16.4 

Directing by suggestion 4.2 6.1 3.8 5.1 5.3 7.0 6.5 6.3 4.9 4.4 

Directing by command 
and threat 0.1 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 . 0 .0 .0 .0 

Directing by command 11.8 7.9 8.3 7.2 8.6 6.9 11.2 10.4 10.4 9.1 

Giving help by assist- 
ing in completing a 
task 1.6 1.2 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.2 3.6 2.9 19.6 3.1 

iir;.ilea. 
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Table (Continued) 

Observations 
Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

By completing task 4.9 4.7 3.0 3.9 3.6 7.8 2.3 6.0 6.4 3.3 

Reassurance 0.7 0.11 2.6 0.5 0.6 0.3 5.3 1.2 1.4 1.5 

Seeking information 0.2 

seeking help by request- 
ing completion of task 0.1 

seeking help by request- 
ing assistance .0 

0.3 

0.0 

.0 

0.2 

.0 

.0 

.0 

0.1 

.0 

.0 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

.0 

.0 

.0 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.3 

.0 

0.2 

0.6 

0.1 

0.1 

1.4 

Seeking reassurance .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 0.3 .0 .0 

Seeking recognition 1.2 2.0 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.4 2.4 3.0 2.6 1.6 

seeking permission .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 

Orienting by boundaries .0 .0 .0 0.1 .0 0.2 0.1 0,1 .0 0.1 
by time 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.1 0.5 0.6 0.9 

By indicating respon- 
sibility 0.1 .0 ,0 0.1 0.1 .0 .0 0.2 .0 .0 

Restricting by explan- 
ation 0.8 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.7 1.3 0.6 

Restricting by warning 0.1 0.1 0.1 .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 0.1 

- - 

- 
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Table (continued) 

Category 2 3 4 
Observations 

5 6 7 8 10 

Restricting by direct 
statement 0.0 ¡¡,, 

.0 
( 
.0 .0 .0 

g 1 0.1 .0 .0 .0 ¡ .0 .0 

Restricting by physical 
restraint 0.9 0.6 1.4 0.8 2.2 1.5 1.6 1.5 2.5 3.6 

Restricting by threat of 
bodily punishment .0 .0 0.1 .0 0.2 0.2 .0 0.1 0.1 0.2 

Restricting by threat of 
loss of affection .0 0.1 0.5 .0 0.4 .0 .0 0.1 0.3 0.1 

Restricting by limiting 
the use of objects .0 0.1 0.2 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Forbidding by explanatiOn0.8 1.1 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.7 

Forbidding by warning .0 0.2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Forbidding by recognition 
and clarification 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 0.6 0.9 0.5 

Forbidding by physical 
restraint . 0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Forbidding by threat of 
bodily punishment 1.4 2.2 2.7 1.2 3.1 2.6 2.9 2.0 1.8 2.2 

Forbidding by threat of 
loss of affection 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0.1 .0 0.1 

J 
~ 
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Table (continued) 

7 8 1C, 

Forbidding by offering 
alternative 

Threat of attack by 
verbal expression 

Compliance 

Non-cooperation with 
explanation 

0.3 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.5 

Forbidding by physical 
barriers 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 

Criticism of person 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.2 .0 0.1 

Disciplinary action by 
deprivation of love 
or affection 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

.0 .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 

0.1 0.1 .0 .0 0.1 .0 

.0 

Permission with qual- 
ifications 0.6 0.6 1.2 0.4 1.0 0.5 1.2 

yPriaisaa ,y 

0.4 0.6 

j,ü,.,9y 0.5 1.0 

1.3 

10.0 

0.7 

Affection (total) 3.6 0.6 0.4 V.5 .i..t s¡r.6 

Reward 0.9 1.1 0.7 1.6 0.8 1.6 0.8 

cooperation casual or 
straightforward 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.4 

.0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 

0.6 

0.1 

0.3 

0.2 

2.8 2.8 

1.6 

2.2 

.0 

0.3 0.b 

0.3 0.1 

0.4 

.0 .0 

.0 

0.6 0.2 

1,3 1.7 

0.8 2.5 

1.4 2.0 

.0 .0 

.0 

Category 
Observations 

.0 

.0 

0.1 0.3 

.0 
.0 

1.6 0.7 0.4 

.0 .0 

.0 

. 

1.2 2.1 

.0 

4 6 9 

.0 

kr 

1 2 3 5 



Table (continued) 

Category 
bgeratiope 

5 6 10 1 2 3 

Non-cooperation with 
alternative 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 

Ambivilant statement 0.2 .0 .0 .0 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 

Interpretation by 
restatement of content 1.2 1.8 1.7 1.3 0.8 2.0 1.1 1.5 1.2 1.2 

Interpretation by verbal- 
ization of motor 
behavior 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 .0 .0 0.1 0.2 .0 0.1 

Interpretation by 
restatement of 
verbalization of 
feelings 0.0 0.1 .0 0.1 .0 0.2 0.4 .0 .0 

Interpretation by 
recognition of feeling 
in motor behavior 0.1 .0 .0 , 0 .0 0.1 0.2 .0 .0 0.1 

Interpretation by 
clarification of 
feelings in total 
behavior .0 0,2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Interpretation by assoc- 
iation of current and 
past events .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 

. . ' ,. ' - .i . 
. . - ` . . .. -: ..' ii _ -. - - - - ,......:.......... 
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Table (continued) 

Observations 
Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 

Recognition 1.9 2.3 3.1 5.0 1.3 4.0 1.3 4.8 3.2 5.9 

Statement of condition 
or action 

Statement of emo- 
tional state .0 0.2 .0 0.2 .0 .0 .0 0.2 0.2 .0 

Statement of 
situation .0 0.1 .0 0.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

statement of action 0.5 0.5 0.9 2.2 1.1 1.5 0.1 2.4 3.0 1.5 

= 

- 

- 

IV 
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Table of the Mean Frequency for Each Observation for Each Child 
Category that Appeared During the Course of the observation 

Child 
Observations 

4 5 6 7 g 9 10 

Sonattsntion 166.0 128.5 151.7 137.5 142.2 137.4 111.7 112.8 111.6 120.0 

Attentive observation 68.8 56.5 54.1 59.0 44.1 72.4 60.3 47.5 76.0 56.3 

Recognition 

Staten ant of condition 
or action- situation 

0.8 

.0 

0.8 

.0 

0.6 

.0 

0.5 

.0 

0.8 

.0 

1.7 

.0 

1.1 

.0 

1.0 

.0 

2.6 

.2 

2.4 

.1 

Statement of emotional 
state .0 .0 .0 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 .0 0.2 

Statement of action 0.1 1.0 2.1 2.6 3.5 3.6 5.0 3.8 4.7 4.2 

Offering verbal 
information 33.4 39.3 32.4 35.0 28.2 35.8 21.5 28.8 34.8 27.4 

Information by 
demonstration .7 .9 .8 .9 .7 1.2 .1 .8 .8 .6 

Information by demon- 
stration and explan- 
ation .1 .0 .0 .3 1.3 .0 .4 

Giving help by assis- 
ting in completing 
s task .2 .1 1.2 1.5 1,1 .3 1.3 13.9 5.2 

_ 

Category 1 . 2 3 

' . 

- 

.0 .0 .0 

.8 



Child Category 1 

Giving help by completing 
task a 1.9 

.3 Reassurance 

Seeking personal 
information .2 

seekin4 impersonal 
information 

Seeking by requesting 
assistance 

7.5 

.0 

Seeking help by requesting 
co.,aletion of task .2 

seeking reassurance 1.1 

seeking recognition 1.1 

seeking praise .0 

Seeking affection .0 

seeking reward .0 

seeking permission 2.1 

Orienting to time .0 

Table (continued) 

observation 
2 3 4 6 10 

.3 .5 .5 .1 .3 1.7 .3 4.7 .4 

.3 .0 .0 .1 .0 .3 .1 .1 .0 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 

8.2 13.7 12.8 9.2 14.0 8.1 9.7 8.6 9.2 

.0 .2 .2 .0 .0 .2 .5 1.3 .7 

.6 . .5 .3 .6 .6 .7 .7 .6 

.8 .7 .8 .5 .2 3.1 1.1 .9 1.1 

1.5 3,9 3.7 2.8 3.1 2.6 5.3 5.3 6.8 

.1 .1 .1 .0 .2 .0 2.9 .4 .2 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .3 .8 .1 .1 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 

3.1 2.3 3.0 2.5 4.9 4.4 4.5 5.9 5.1 

.1 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 

' . 

' 

. 

- 

5 7 8 9 



Table (continued) 

Child Cata 
81r> Observations 

2 4 6 7 B 9 

Directing by suggestion 1.3 1.0 .3 .7 1.2 .7 .1 .4 

Directing by command 
and threat .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Directing by command 1.2 1.5 .9 .6 1.2 1.1 2.0 2.9 2.0 

Restricting by explan- 
atic:; .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2 

Restricting by warning .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 

Restricting by physical 
restraint .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .3 .1 .1 

Forbid ding by threat of 
bodily punishment .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 .2 .5 .3 .0 

Forbidding by offering 
an alternative .2 . 2 .0 .0 .2 .5 .3 .0 

Criticism of person's 
production .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Disciplinary action by 
isolation 3.0 .1 .1 .3 .1 1.1 .1 9.2 1.5 

Disciplinary action by 
attacking person's 
objects .4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

.0 

3.1 

.0 

.0 

.1 

.1 

.1 

.0 

7 7 
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.4 

, 

' 

.. 

.1 

.0 
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.0 
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Table (continued) 

Child Category 
Observations 

1 2 3 4 5 6 14 

Threat of attack by 
verbal expression .0 .0 .1 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Threat of attack by 
gesture .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Rejection by denying 
validity of statement, 
as a person, by ignor- 
ing or evading .3 .6 .3 .7 .7 1.5 .2 .5 .7 .6 

Permission without 
qualifications .3 .0 .0 .1 .0 .1 .1 .2 .2 .2 

Praise .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .1 .1 

Affection by physical 
means .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .2 .2 2.4 .0 .4 

Reward .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 

Cooperation casual or 
straightforward 6.6 5,6 6.5 6.4 10.7 6.5 9.6 9.7 8.7 6.9 

Enthusiastic coopera- 
tion .4 .0 .1 .0 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Compliance .4 .3 .6 .2 .0 .0 .1 .0 .3 1.1 

- 

_ 

_......._...._ 

- 

7 8 9 -. 



Table (continued) 

Child Category 
Observations 

1 3 4 5 8 9 10 

Mon-cooperation with 
alternative .9 .4 .4 .2 .3 .1 .0 .0 

Mon-cooperation with 
explanation .0 .3 .4 .0 ,0 .1 

Mon-cooperation simple 
ref uasl 1.9 1.0 .2 2.1 2.7 3.7 3,4 3.0 ,7 2.3 

Non- cooperation strong 
refusal .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

Ambivalent statement .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .4 .4 

Hostility 3.4 2.4 1.8 .0 .5 1.7 16.4 1.6 .4 .3 

Anxiety (much) .0 3.3 .2 .4 .0 .0 .4 .0 .0 .0 

Action toward observer 59.2 35.6 38.5 21.8 27.5 10.8 26.6 17.2 21.2 20.1 

Looking at observer 45.5 24.7 28.9 16.1 23.7 15.1 22.1 15.6 16.1 15.4 

Verbal approach to 
observer 10.5 10.4 9.5 5.6 3.8 3.5 4.5 1.6 5.0 4.7 

Physical approach .4 1.5 2.5 .1 1.6 1.8 1.11 .1 1.3 .7 

Physical and verbal 
approach 3.2 .0 .0 .0 

- 

.0 

. . 

.5 .1 
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.5 .1 _ 
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